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About This Content

Look at you now! Looking good! With the musketeer pack you will slice the infected brains and hearts with just one swing!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (musketeer hat).

A weapon (rapier).

A pet (nightingale).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Title: How To Survive 2 - Musketeer Skin Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eko Software
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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I just bought this and i love the concept!
The only negative thing I can say about this is that the sound quality isn't the greatest in the world.
However, I cannot wait to do full songs with this!. So its been over two months since i wrote a review trying to be positive for
the game.
In the time since there has been no game changing improvements.

Still getting 13fps
Still poor mechanics
Still bad character models and graphics Overall.
Not much communication with the community showing the things being worked on.
No promise of anything for the future.

In all honesty i have to say even i find my previous post funny after reading it back ^_^
So i will say something i think should be said...

Do not buy this game until it has completely changed!!!
I mean everything content wise.
It is absolutely dead
If you want a great game and community to back then i suggest
Creatures INC
this is a far more better project and has constant quality of life updates and a developer who is passionate and hard working.

Seriously not happy with this title and its team they are not worthy of my support.
Not worth £11
Not even F2P.... Dude! It's a poor man's Furi!

I'll give a serious review once I have some more time with the game.. All this game demands of you is to be on point perfectly
most of the time... 99.99% will suffice.

Enjoy the workout.. BAAAAAAAAAAAAD GAME!!!!. Micro Review by Pixel Hunter (May 8, 2015)

"Zombie Shooter"
Overall Score: 6/10

Controls: 7/10
Gameplay: 6/10
Graphics: 6/10
Music/Sound FX: 6/10

Genre: Action RPG
Length: 3-5hrs (Story)
Purchased Price: 0.99 (Reg: $16.99CAD)
Recommended Price: $2.50 or less

Pros:

+ Dumb fun, twin stick arcade action
+ Multiple weapons to buy, find and upgrade
+ Always love an isometric game
+ Cool zombie variations/mutations
+ Always nice to have an infinte ammo weapon as backup

Cons:
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- Repetivive
- Not a game to play in long sessions
- Gets frustrating when large groups of mobs continually spawn in when completing mission objectives
- Getting stuck on walls, enemies and invisible objects is frustrating

Neutral:

= Ended up favoring a few weapons, instead of strategizing with them all
= More mission varations would have been nice
= More the one boss would have been nice
= Overall easy game

Final Thoughts:

I'll always love isometric games and this game gets me nostaglic for games like the Crusader series and Project: Overkill.
Although not something to play in big sessions, its definitly great for bursts of dumb fun, Good to note that this game is on sale
quite frequently on Steam and various bundle stores for $1 or less.. Its fairly good challenge, they added new stuff into it so look
forward into seeing new puzzles, with some new challenges along the way. Have fun.. We don't laugh about such games in
Russia. Would definitely hide my IP to play it again.. Funky game look foward to future developments :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0R53gQzDa8
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A great follow-up to the first Nightmares from the Deep game. You play as the same museum curator from the first game, but
this time you are taken to a cursed island to continue your quest.

The story is simply great, tying in both to the previous games' Davy Jones myth as well as legends of sirens and will keep you
wanting to play to the end.

The world is beautifully decorated so you will actually want to inspect each scene even if it isn't a hidden object puzzle and the
voice acting and music are a huge step up.

Hidden Object puzzles are somewhat difficult but never needlessly so, and if you do get stuck there is the hint button. You can
also skip the HO puzzles and play a mahjong puzzle instead.

The bonus adventure unlocked after completing the game is less well fleshed out, with too few locations and a lot of back
tracking between them, but I still recommend playing it since it leads up directly to the final game in this trilogy.. A nice little
expansion that lets you relive Alexander the Great's greatest feats. A bit short and easy, but I can't complain. I'd recommend it to
anyone who likes Rome Total War. Great game.. The game is slowly getting a better shape than before. Performance improved,
weapons improved and AI also slightly improved but lacks a couple things here and there. Not major problems though. If the
dev keeps the work up like this Sneak Thief might make it back to YouTube once again. I see a great future for this game and
honestly with the new stealth feature(hopefully features in the future) it gives a better heist experience for the player.. This
game is the best match 3 puzzle game that I've ever play.. There is alot of people who still play this. It's unique. A good game. I
recommend it.. lower the prise no one will your stupid game for that prise.. This is the bst feeling game I've played in a long
time. I don't leave a lot of reviews, there's plenty of people that do these days, so I don't normally feel like everyone needs my
personal opinion. But this game fills a place that has been lacking in all the oth space games out there. Even as an early access
game it's fun, and I seriously can't wait to see the polished full game.

In my younger years, I survived on hours upon hours of Escape Velocity, Baulder's Gate, the first couple Fallout games, and
Freelancer. There have been many games like these, both before and after, but these were the genre defining games in my eyes.
This game has a feel that incorperates parts of these games, but is totally different, and is different in a really great way.

The game is early access and needs polishing up a bit. The controls and UI need some work, the pacing needs work, and the
game universe needs to be expanded, but the game design, the mechanics, and the direction this game is going are all fantastic.

I don't like to play most early access games, mostly because it's frustrating. I'm sure there's plenty of people that want to be part
of the process, but I usually want to buy a game and play it, I expect that it's at a finished point, maybe there'll be expansions or
whatever, but I want a finished game.

For this game I'm happy to play it as is, and watch as it grows into the game that I'm hoping it will be.. Your actions have no
impact on anything. You don't actually have any objectives, you can undertake missions but they don't actually have any impact
on anything so why bother. So in short the game sets you no real goals, anything you do has no impact on the world, which isn't
exactly what one would want from a spy game.. Trash software!. I bought this on sale. After almost 6 hours of game play I
finally beat it.
I enjoyed it overall. But the ending was incredibly anti-climactic for the experience. Details below.

--------------------

PROS

Beautiful environments (in graphics settings, turn up the graphics scaling for better visuals)

A fun, casual adventure. Not crazy hard or impossible.
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Great music and ambience

--------------------

CONS

It's kinda glitchy. The floor height was always too low beneath my feet, I felt like I was hovering most of the time.

Whenever I entered the "dream states" the graphical performance became poor. Lot's of stuttering until the dream was over.

If you want teleporation as your movement method, you have to decide that in settings BEFORE you start the game. Then
you're stuck with the setting you chose. You can't change it mid-game.

--------------------

You'll be driving a buggy a lot near the beginning of the game, but you'll eventually move past that.

Spoilers below:

The ending left me really disappointed after playing through the whole game. The narrator basically said "you didn't do well"
and then it faded to black.

It's possible that I made the wrong choice at the end, but the "moral dilemma" at the end doesn't make any sense. You're
supposed to choose between obeying your orders or letting the city keep its resources. But the city is completely uninhabited!
Even the Mad Hatter voice that speaks, asking you to spare the city, is a self-proclaimed AI voice. There are no living beings to
worry about in the city, therefore the "moral dilemma" has no stakes, and isn't a dilemma at all!

I found that confusing, which probably led me to make the incorrect choice at the end. I wish the game provided better closure
for you at the end.

Anyway, if you find it on sale I think you should try it. Just know that it's a little glitchy, and you need to decide on your
movement style at the beginning.
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